Theme 5: Fire Fighter!

Spelling Pattern

*Suffixes (ly, ful, or, er, ish)

Vocabulary Words

building: a place with walls and a roof
burning: on fire
masks: coverings for the face
quickly: in a fast way
roar: a loud deep noise
station: a building where a service takes place
tightly: fitting in a close way

Carl the Complainer

Spelling Pattern

*Prefixes (un, pre, re, dis)

Vocabulary Words

annoy: to make someone angry
complain: to say that something is not good enough
mumbles: speaks unclearly
P.M.: the time between noon and midnight
shrugs: raising your shoulders as an expression of doubt
signature: a person’s name written by that person
Bad Dog, Dodger!

Spelling Pattern

* Silent consonants

Vocabulary Words

chased: run after someone
chewing: grinding something between your teeth
dripping: a liquid falling slowly, drop by drop
grabbed: took hold of something suddenly
practice: to repeat an action in order to improve
treat: a special gift, often food
wagged: moved from side to side

Horace and Morris

Spelling Pattern

* ph, gh, ck, ng

Vocabulary Words

adventure: an exciting experience
climbed: went upward
clubhouse: a house or structure where a group meets
exploring: going someplace to discover what it is like
greatest: the best or most wonderful
truest: the most real or loyal
wondered: want to know more
The Signmaker's Assistant

Spelling Pattern

*Vowels (aw, au, augh, al)

Vocabulary Words

afternoon: the time of day between noon and night

blame: to say that something is someone's fault

idea: a thought or opinion

important: taken seriously

signmaker: someone who makes signs or public notices that give information

towns people: people who live in a town